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48. Genesis
Airdate: 6/8/98
Home isn’t necessarily where the heart is when Quinn and Maggie discover that Earth Prime 
has been taken over by warrior Kromaggs in their absence.

49. Prophets and Loss
Airdate: 6/8/98
The Sliders jump to the scary side of organized religion when they land in an eerily peaceful 
Los Angeles ruled by an oracle that sends people to “the Other Side”.

50. Common Ground
Airdate: 6/15/98
The Sliders land in a world where the Kromaggs conduct ruthless experiments on humans, 
but trusting a Kromagg commander may be their only way out.

51. Virtual Slide
Airdate: 6/22/98
Maggie’s sanity is in danger when she’s captured by a greedy businessman who uses virtual 
reality scenarios to try to get her to reveal the secret to sliding.

52. World Killer
Airdate: 6/29/98
It’s double the trouble when the Sliders land in a world in which Quinn’s double has created a 
device that has caused the rest of the human population to disappear.

53. O Brother, Where Art Thou?
Airdate: 7/6/98
Quinn is finally reunited with his long-lost brother, Colin, but loses him again when he gets 
caught up in a frozen corpse-smuggling scheme.

54. Just Say Yes
Airdate: 7/13/98
Colin and Maggie find out the hard way what drugs can do when they land in a drug- addled 
society and accidentally become junkies themselves.

55. The Alternateville Horror
Airdate: 7/20/98
One dark and stormy night the Sliders land in a haunted hotel, but the “ghosts” may be more 
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closely related to them than they first appear.

56. Slidecage
Airdate: 7/27/98
While trying to reach Quinn and Colin’s home world and their birth parents, the Sliders 
become trapped in a lethal labyrinth with no way out.

57. Asylum
Airdate: 8/17/98
Rembrandt falls for a beautiful doctor who is Quinn’s only hope for survival, but her 
dangerous secret could mean doom for everyone else.

58. California Reich
Airdate: 8/24/98
Rembrandt’s latest jump has him fearing for his life when the group lands in a dimension 
where minorities are rounded up by the violent racist elite.

59. The Dying Fields
Airdate: 8/31/98
An Eden-like setting hides a fearful secret when the Sliders stumble across two Hu- maggs – 
part Kromagg, part human – who are involved in a deadly game.

60. Lipschitz Live
Airdate: 11/30/98
It’s lights, camera, Colin when the Sliders land in a world where he is mistaken for his wealthy 
double and the whole society seems to be tuned in to a ridiculous TV show.

61. Mother and Child
Airdate: 12/7/98
Maternal instinct causes trouble for the Sliders when they decide to help an escapee from a 
breeding camp and her half-Kromagg offspring.

62. Net Worth
Airdate: 1/11/99
Virtual reality takes on new meaning when the Sliders are split up on a world addicted to an 
Internet-addicted world and get caught up in a dangerous romance between an Online girl 
and an Offliner.

63. Slide By Wire
Airdate: 1/18/99
Maggie’s double seizes an opportunity to go to a different world with the unknowing Sliders, 
while the real Maggie is left behind in a brutal military experiment.
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64. Data World
Airdate: 3/19/99
The Sliders check in to a glamorous hotel with strict rules of decorum, but once the idyllic 
retreat has “scanned” them, they find themselves encrypted in a computer program they can’t 
escape.

65. Way Out West
Airdate: 3/26/99
The spirit of the West is alive and kicking when the Sliders land in an Old West town and face a 
showdown with their old nemesis, Mr. K.

66. My Brother’s Keeper
Airdate: 4/2/99
Quinn’s body is not his own when the Sliders arrive in a world where he is expected to act as 
an organ donor for his injured double.

67. The Chasm
Airdate: 4/9/99
The serene town of Middletown hides a deadly secret of human sacrifice that threatens to 
claim Rembrandt and Maggie.

68. Roads Taken
Airdate: 4/16/99
An unusual slide forces Quinn and Maggie to prematurely age, and it’s up to Rembrandt to 
find a cure before they are destroyed by life in a “bubble universe.”

69. Revelations
Airdate: 4/23/99
An aging sci-fi writer helps Quinn and Colin reunite with their birth parents, but the warm 
family reunion is not what it seems.


